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“THE DLIVE INSTALLATION PRODUCTS FITTED THE BRIEF PERFECTLY.  THE COMBINATION 
OF HIGH INPUT COUNTS ON GOOD LOOKING REMOTE WALL PANELS IS ONE OF A KIND IN 

THE INDUSTRY AND ALLOWED FOR SIMPLE, ELEGANT INSTALLATION.”

ALFONSO MARTIN, HEAD ENGINEER 
SONOS LIBRA



The Requirement

The TMB (formerly the Thai Military Bank) is one of Thailand’s largest financial institutions, with 

its headquarters located in Bangkok. The seventh floor of the 33-storey building houses a 500-

seat multi-purpose auditorium, used for functions and meetings which are often interspersed 

with live performances.

TMB recently enlisted the services of Allen & Heath’s Thai distributors, Sonos Libra (in 

conjunction with Multiline Professional), to provide a new audio solution for the venue. Due to 

the size and shape of the auditorium, a highly flexible, customisable and easy to use audio 

solution was required. 

As the audio needed to reach other areas of the auditorium floor (such as announcements in the 

lobby), a system was needed that could provide a high amount of additional remote I/O.

TMB also required an audio system that could be easily repositioned, had extremely high sound 

quality, contained AMM features for conferences or performances that required multiple 

microphones and could be upgraded / expanded upon in future. 



The Solution

As Sonos Libra needed a fully customisable solution, the mixing system design included a 

dLive C3500 surface, DM0 MixRack, four DX164-W wall-mounted expanders, an IP1 Remote 

Controller and Dante card.

Located in a discrete control room positioned at the back of the auditorium, a dLive C3500 

surface is connected to a fitted DM0 MixRack via gigaACE, providing engineers with multiple 

possibilities for remote I/O. Simple operations such as scene changes and volume control 

within the main listening area are managed through the IP1 wall-mounted controller.

Simon Rains (Application & Engineering at Sonos Libra) comments, “The plug-and-play nature 

of the gigaACE protocol allows the engineers / operators to mix from the control room or from 

the auditorium itself by simply moving the C3500 surface.”

Furthermore, a Cat-5e cabling infrastructure routes the audio signals from the etherCON ports 

of the four DX164-W wall-mounted expanders to the dLive MixRack while the second locking 

etherCON port provides daisy chaining where needed. The dLive’s Dante card is used for more 

advanced audio performances requiring multiple mics, and for lobby announcements.

Alfonso Martin, Head Engineer at Sonos Libra, comments, “Allen & Heath’s dLive system 

suited the application perfectly, with the combination of flexibility, reliability and the multiple 

options for remote audio, both through Dante and through the gigaACE protocol. The dLive

surface with the IP1 controller is a powerful combination, allowing as much or as little control as 

needed.”
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